Central West Inv.
Sub no. 81

From: Hedley Trotman
Sent: Monday, July 31, 2017 1:30 PM
To: richard.wynne@parliament.vic.gov.au ; prospecting.investigation@veac.vic.or.au
Subject: Re Proposed areas under consideration Avoca to Beaufort and Yandoit, Daylesford , Trentham , and the Wombat
State Forrest .

Sir. I object to the restrictions proposed to the above areas on prospectors accessibility, our
club enjoy these outings as it is part of our activities which we engage in & occasionally do
find a piece of gold ensuring that we leave the ground as we find it taking away any rubbish
therefore we support a no change policy to the land status of our current accessible
goldfields .I am the president of the South East Detector Club with 38 members stationed at
Mt Gambier so I appeal to you for some sanity in this issue we are members of P.M.A.V who
have prompted us to some input .We would like all public land to remain accessible for every
citizen to enjoy this is our
country .
Yours
sincerely
Hedley
Trotman
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Hide Details
From: "Hedley Trotman"
To: <Prospecting.investigation@veac.vic.gov.au>,
Sir. Further to my previous submission date August 1st,2017 I wish to draw your attention to our previous
pioneers of prospector's for the work they put in showing the way where they found gold , which saved the
state from bankruptcy , there are still areas that the old timers missed but the powers that be forbid any
mining of these areas this may have to be changed to save the state from another depression mining has
progressed vastly since the old timers did it , we have electronic detectors that can target metal before it is
dug within limits that the old timers did not have , so I would favour all gold fields to remain accessible for
all to enjoy.
Yours sincerely
Hedley Trotman President of south east
detector club
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